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Tourism and leisure research methods - University of Exeter This is the summary of the book Tourism and Leisure Research Methods Data Collection, Analysis, and Interpretation. The author(s) of the book is/are Mick Tourism studies AV. Quantitative Methods in Tourism. 7.5 credits It delivers a highly readable demonstration of the methods needed to achieve impressive qualitative and quantitative tourism research. It will enable readers to successfully evaluate their own tourism and leisure research and the research of others.

The book is directly focused on tourism and leisure examples. Tourism and leisure research methods: data collection, analysis, and interpretation / Mick Finn, Martin Elliott-White, Mike. Tourism and Leisure Research Methods: Data. - Google Books It delivers a highly readable demonstration of the methods needed to achieve impressive qualitative and quantitative research. It will enable readers to successfully evaluate their own tourism and leisure research and the research of others. The book is directly focused on tourism and leisure examples.
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